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Regions 2 , 3 , 4 , 5Representing

Offices opened in Richmond, VA and Baltimore, MD in November of ’21

*Some manufacturers not represented by BSE in all territories*

Now distributing 
Royal Range in MAFSI 

Regions 3 and 4

http://www.bsereps.com/
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Ranges – Gas, Electric / Convection Ovens – Gas, Electric / Fryers – Standard, High Efficiency, 

Filter Systems / Counter Tops – Hot plates, Griddles, Broilers / Cheesemelters / Salamanders 

/ Specialty Equipment – Kabob Broiler, Pasta Cookers, Retherm Units, Stock Pots
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https://www.watts.com/dfsmedia/0533dbba17714b1ab581ab07a4cbb521/45584-source/c-d-foodservice/c-d-foodservice
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Come see Tobin Ellis at the Perlick booth on
Wed, 2/1, and Thurs, 2/2, at 11am, 1pm, and
3pm to introduce the luxury features of the
new Tobin Ellis Signature Series Limited
Edition Mobile Bar and much more!
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Visit us at

Booth # 1405

December 31st is a lonely day for a Rep. That is the day sales go from record breaking numbers 
to ZERO, at the strike of midnight, and we start all over. I like to look back a bit, before looking 
forward. 2022 was a fabulous year at BSE, with record sales, record profits and record 
investments. Granted, the inflation and price increases are a dose of reality to the growth numbers but 
regardless, a great year for BSE and our team. BSE added 5 people this year, 4 Culinarians and an 
additional bookkeeper, with each person having immediate impact on our operation. BSE opened two 
new test kitchens in ’22, with one in Syracuse, New York and one in Richmond, Virginia. We are in 
construction of two more test kitchens right now but these did not make the ’22 hit parade. In 2022, 
BSE entered the Table Top world with Mikasa, a totally new venture for BSE, and a bold one with a great 
brand…….more to follow. 2022 was a historic year for BSE and I hope my Father and Grandfather 
understand but BSE has a General Manager who is not a family member, it was time. Yes, Joe 
Niedzwiecki filled this GM role seamlessly and has had an All Star first year, with everyone on our BSE 
team benefitting from Joe’s expanded role. Joe has given me time to just sell, invest, grow and create 
further BSE vision for expansion and growth, something everyone at BSE benefits from. Nobody 
succeeds alone and I could not be prouder of our team’s “together efforts” in 2022.
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As most of you know, BSE believes in giving, so ’22 was no different. BSE gave in record 
numbers this year, dividing $50,000 between Operation Mend, Folds of Honor, the people of Ukraine 
and various food kitchens around our area, which was BSE’s first charitable effort when we had to pick 
one cause to have impact. We are so fortunate to be able to give aid to those in need and pick causes 
which truly have impact on our local community and this great nation we have the privilege of living 
in. We obviously thank each of our customers for the ability to contribute to these causes, and each of 
you should take pride in these contributions as well. We hope to increase our help towards nation and 
community in ’23. 

So, with NAFEM next week, there is no more time to look back. Here we go again, with new 
products, new people and new opportunities. BSE will be in Orlando with 15 people strong, looking to 
educate ourselves and our customers with new products and innovation. I am excited to see the new 
technology, and even the robotics I keep hearing about. Cheers to the start of another year in 
foodservice, officially my 37th, and as I say every January, let’s make it our best ever! More importantly, 
I wish for each reader, whatever you wish for yourselves and your loved ones in 2023. Good health, 
inner serenity and peace on earth for all. We live in the greatest country in the world, this experiment 
in democracy, so G-d Bless America and the men and women who protect and defend us all.

Jeff
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